Many Similarities Between the Teachings of Jesus
and That of the Pharisees
1.

Did not appose Roman Occupation

2.

Wanted more from temple, from its ritual practices and from its priests
- Wanted to strengthen people's devotion to Torah because they felt that
for most Jews, Torah had become a dead letter
- Developed Oral Torah, an interpretation of Torah which was to be
continually renewed and readjusted within the framework of the changing
experience of life of the Jewish community
- 613 Commandments had to be rethought in light of new human needs
and concerns
- Priests were more literal in their understanding of the commandments
with their main focus being the temple and ritual sacrifice
- Pharisees focused on Torah as providing a way of life and a guide to life
and lived experience
- focused on how every ordinary human action could and would
become sacred
- a person performing a good deed for another human being was of
greater significance, with a status above temple worship

3.

Developed and focused on the Role of Rabbi/Teacher in contrast to role of
priests and their exclusive liturgical role in the temple
- Rabbi was the instructor of the law as well as the interpreter of the law
- Synagogue was the place of Torah study, of interpretation given and of
prayers offered

4.

Table fellowship was key for them
- extended to all people the duties and leadership prescribed to priests table at home was to be akin to the altar at the temple
- no level of authority given to priestly cast

5.

Focused strongly on image of God as Father

6.

Belief in the Resurrection of the Dead and the afterlife

After 70 CE, Christian Jews and Pharisaic Jews are in contention for the soul of
Judaism and therefore there is fierce competition and opposition
The Gospel pictures of Pharisee-ism with its bitterness and opposition is the anguish of
the Post-70 CE period read back into the historical life of Jesus.
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